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LABEL: Glum Gun Records
GENRE: Rock
HOMETOWN: Edinburgh, Scotland
INFLUENCES: Rolling Stones, Stone Roses.
SOUNDS LIKE: Arctic Monkeys, T-Rex
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Screamin' Whisper are an Edinburgh based Rock band made up of Songwriter
Brian Hughes, Martin "Basser" McRib and drummer Zak "What?!?" Watt.
After forming in late 2015, the boys cobbled together a set of blues covers interspersed with
originals and began building on the momentum built by Brian as a singer/songwriter on the
local Scottish music scene.
Working tirelessly to find their own sound, they soon had a set of original tunes and set about
releasing their debut three track E.P in May 2016. Gigging heavily, around the U.K and
Scotland in particular, they quickly became known for their energetic stage show.
Following on from the success of their E.P in 2016, and with a reputation for strong
songwriting and wild shows in the bag, the band caught the eye of Independent record label
"Glum Gun Records" in early 2017. From here, with a deal signed, the band kept writing and
gigging hard before beginning work on their debut full length offering "Filth".
Garnering positive reviews for its raw sound and faithfulness to the sound that the band achieve live,
"Filth" was released in May 2018, almost two years to the day of their first release as a tentative young band.
After a sold out album launch party, the band show no signs of slowing down.
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Online

“A guaranteed treat” Look and Listen Music Blog

Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
YouTube

“Something of a Rolling Stones strut” Press Party
“The lyrical twists of classic 70s songwriting
the melodic feel of prime 90s Britpop” Top40-Charts

Contact: admin@glumgunrecords.com
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